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Creation Resources

Psalm 145:4 “One generation shall praise thy works to another, and shall declare thy mighty
acts.”

There are multitude of resources available which provide sound answers to questions regarding
the truth of the biblical account of creation, which also strongly refute the fallacies of evolution.

Please keep in mind that Biblical creationists are few in number when compared to the rest of
the world, which believes in the Big Bang Theory and the subsequent materialistic, undirected,
natural selection theory of evolution. Their voices are loud, strong and sound authoritative.
Most of the scientific community as well as the educational institutions are fully persuaded to
their ideology, and this is supported by the Main Stream Media.
In addition, there are many Christians and Christian organization, who have caved in under the
pressure of this false “scientific” truth. Out of 115 Christian Educational only 5 affirmed the
Genesis account of creation. All the rest claimed it is a SECONDARY ISSUE in the Bible.

Believer, we need not squirm or retreat into a corner when this discussion arises. We can speak
with the Authority of God and give a sound apologetic defense for the literal account of
Creation of the universe in six literal days, exactly as it is written in Scripture. Thus Saith The
LORD.
These are some resources which are readily available to help us in this endeavor.

1. Institute of Creation Research Home | The Institute for Creation Research (icr.org)

Henry Morris book, the “Genesis Record.”

2. Creation Research Science Center (1970). Creation-Science Research Center – San Diego,

California (c-src.org)

3. Answers In Genesis, Ken Ham. www.answersingenesis.org

Four Books answering all the common question regarding creation vs evolution.

Answers in Genesis 1 through 4.

4. Discovery Institute for Science and Culture. Consists of 40 credentialed scientists

committed to honest science. They produced two DVDs. “Unlocking The Mystery of

Life,” and “The Privileged Planet.” Center for Science and Culture | Discovery Institute

5. Lastly and finally: Heb 11:3 “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed

by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do

appear.”


